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Preface
This is the final report “Developing and Evaluating Eco-Innovation Programmes and projects –
A Framework-based Perspective”. It constitutes one component in the strategy development in
the Eco-Innovera project and network, serving as a guide for national and regional policymakers and programme owners which support eco-innovation for sustainable growth and jobs.
The report will facilitate policy-makers and programme owners to reconsider the strategic
orientation and priorities of their national and regional programmes within a changing
environment of stakeholders, markets, policies and regulations, while reckoning with
upcoming societal challenges. Also, it provides practical considerations for assessing the
expected environmental impacts of projects submitted for funding.
The report is meant to be an easy-to-use narrative on what eco-innovation is, what
are drivers, what factors are of importance when assessing the impacts of programs and
projects, and suggests considerations how to improve on the effectiveness of support
programs. Also it contains a number of examples illustrating how these considerations apply in
specific cases. Thus, this Framework-based Perspective may be used by national and regional
policy-makers and program-owners as a self-assessment guide to reflect on their programs
and the chosen support-structures and priorities. It may help to effectively mobilize
stakeholders within the entire chain of innovation as well as the chain of materials, taking into
account the major environmental and economic challenges and the policy-instruments in
force. Furthermore, the narrative provides elements for further development with a view to
application at the European level, in policy development, and gives first focus on financial
instruments in support of eco-innovation and sustainable development.
Eco-Innovera is a network of policy-makers and program owners for research on ecoinnovation. However, it is not only the question which is the most effective program in
boosting research. Being more effective in boosting eco-innovation through research and
mobilizing “first movers” in economy, also requires considering how to ensure that new ecoinnovative approaches and solutions are being adopted and adapted by the majority part of
stakeholders in economy, the “followers”. Thus, this framework for self-assessment is only one
component in an encompassing strategy on the way towards a green or circular economy.
Eco-Innovera continues to work on this strategy.
CML, the Institute of Environmental Sciences at Leiden University, the Netherlands,
based much of this work on its earlier FP6 project ECODRIVE, Measuring Eco-innovation:
Framework and typology of indicators based on causal chains (see Huppes et al 2008)
combining an understanding of innovation dynamics with performance measurement.
On behalf of the Netherlands’ Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, we offer this
report as an in-kind contribution to the EU FP7 project Eco-Innovera – boosting eco-innovation
through cooperation in research.
The Environmental Protection Office, Sustainability Department,
- Mrs. Wytske van der Mei, head of unit Sustainable Product Chains
- Mr. Robbert Droop, policy coordinator European Research and Eco-Innovation
- Mr. Dirk Schaap, policy advisor
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Summary
The core strategic task of national eco-innovation funding agencies is to fill
the gap between the local knowledge and capacities, at a regional and national
and also EU level, and the increasingly global markets, the economic part. For
the environmental part eco-innovation needs to actively focus on mainly
supranational environmental goals and constraints. The result of these efforts is
to contribute to national and also EU decoupling of environmental impacts from
economic growth.
The global market is to be considered as - dynamically - given, developing
in technological requirements and emerging societal needs and developing in
terms of consumer preferences. No project is worthwhile funding unless the
results have a chance to survive in the global market, be it a current or a future
market. The environmental goals and constraints are mainly defined by global
and continental institutions and actively developing supranational environmental
regulations. These are beyond the scope of national funding agencies. This is not
to say national markets and national environmental goals do not exist or are not
worthwhile. Focusing on globally competitive products and technologies national
eco-innovation funding agencies are hardly concerned with local environmental
issues.
The operational task of national eco-innovation funding agencies is to
strengthen the national economy in the globalizing world and to prepare for
changing global needs; hence global markets and global environmental goals
and constraints are the prime factors to take into account in developing, selecting
and stimulating projects.
To support the development of strategies, tactics and operational work of
eco-innovation agencies, a clarification of how eco-innovation is to be understood
is given in Chapter 2. The message delivered there is that long term drivers for
only market oriented innovation are well in place, with influence of project funding
agencies limited to reducing barriers and speeding up. The eco-part of innovation
needs more support. Support can be useful and effective as eco-innovation is
new for many actors, both at the supply and at the demand side. Some examples
are given of main mechanisms in eco-innovation, in a number of boxes.
Chapter 3 develops the framework for advancing eco-innovation
instruments, and to gain perspective on strategies for advancing eco-innovation.
The role of national eco-innovation funding agencies can be placed in this
broader view on the landscape in which eco-innovation thrives, using the
framework to help create programs and evaluate projects in a more systematic
way. The framework first can be used for systematically developing programs, in
a combined bottom-up and top-down procedure. Next the framework can be
used by eco-innovators for a self-assessment on their novel proposals before
submission and by funding agencies in assessing them. Detailed examples of
3

framework based evaluations are given in Annex 1. All evaluations, public and
private, would have the same basis and move actions in the same direction.
A number of eco-innovation examples, in boxes forming Chapter 4, may
help clarify the complex field of several drivers which may influence complex and
interrelated mechanisms towards improved eco-innovation performance, as the
goals. The examples are from the less obvious domains of organizational
changes, relating to contract type, the nmVOC example; to shifting from products
to services, as in leasing; to complex techno-behavioral issues, as on low-carbon
housing (with a fuller case description in Annex 1); and to improved regulatory
design for eco-innovation, as in the REACH regulations.
In Chapter 5 a number of focal points for national agencies emerge. One
general core focus is on supporting the shift from goods to services, another,
overlapping one, is on using IT in making now (partly) monopolized information
on global markets better available for national innovators. A final one is on better
depicting the landscape of future environmental constraints and regulations,
ultimately reasoning from resource constraints, to help further pro-active ecoinnovations.
Chapter 6 indicates national differences in knowledge and attitudes with
firms, relevant to detail the strategies and tactics of national eco-innovation
funding organizations. Empirical data from Eurostat show interesting differences
between EU countries as for example regarding the pro-activeness of views, both
indicating limitations for eco-innovation policies and indicating goals, to improve
forward looking attitudes in countries now lagging in this respect.
Chapter 7, Conclusions, summarizes some main results on strategies,
tactics and operational activities for national eco-innovation funding
organizations. Core result is a framework for systematically developing and
evaluating projects and programs, placing strategies in the broader domain of
possible instruments and mechanisms, and thus more explicitly linking to the
economic and environmental goals of eco-innovation. Improved competitiveness
vis-à-vis non-European countries is one outcome of a more explicit and aligned
focus on goals and instruments, reckoning with most relevant mechanisms. Ecoinnovation policy can more actively focus on non-technological eco-innovations,
a not yet well developed domain for national action.
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1. Improving national eco-innovation performance
Eco-innovation brings together two main domains of societal development: productivity growth
and environmental improvement. Productivity growth is a key to rising income and welfare, with
international competitiveness as an important intermediary variable. Being in shrinking markets
depresses income directly and leads to many social problems, as for example in the old coal and
steel areas of France and Belgium. Shrinking markets cannot be avoided but should be
compensated pro-actively with new more productive activities. Creative destruction is a key to
innovation and eco-innovation. In a globalizing world this means being competitive in European
and global markets, kicking out others. Environmental deterioration as caused by the rapid
economic growth of the last half century first has been compensated by the newly imposed
restrictions of environmental policy. End-of-pipe measures have been successful in reducing
emissions, but always adding costs as well, detracting from productivity growth. In more
international European and globalized markets, adding cost increasingly is a problem. Also,
there are many more options for reducing emissions and other environmental burdens of
technologies and products than just end-of-pipe measures. Options for such integrated
environmental improvements have largely remained untapped. Eco-innovation is the approach
developing: develop technologies and products with high productivity and with low
environmental burden, often named eco-efficient solutions. Such solutions are often within the
boundaries of the current economic structure and the current value-chains. Eco-effectiveness is
again a step further: it requires significant changes (the “paradigm-shift”) in the systems of
fulfilling the needs of society, with new business models and new consumption patterns.
Economic benefits and environmental protection (and social quality) then are no longer
separate and independent values but are equal intrinsic added values. Sustainable development
is to combine economic improvement and environmental improvement, as absolute decoupling.
The more the shift can be made to lower-cost integrated environmental improvement, the more
costly end-of-pipe regulation can be avoided, and the more competitive a sector or country can
be. Competitiveness is a relative concept, however: not all countries can be most competitive,
one always is most, and one least. The market based welfare effect of (eco) innovation can be
measured in absolute terms.
The paradigm shift towards eco-innovation requires a new way of thinking in society
about environmental performance. It is not ex post compliance any more, but pro-actively
reckoning with environmental performance ex ante, developing options which combine
improved economic and environmental performance. It requires a change of mind from
compliance to competitive value creation and from focusing not on constraints but on
opportunities. These opportunities not only reside in specific technical improvements. Broader
systems changes are to be investigated, involving chains of supply and demand, and not only
involving technical innovation but also social, regulatory and organizational innovation. Such
System Innovation requires rethinking the way in which the needs of society are being fulfilled
towards added-value for society and environment, as opposed to only reducing the burden of
environmental policy. Different sources of knowledge are to be developed and used. The range
7

of potential change is vast, from minor product improvements, to new products and
technologies, to shifts from products to services, to organizational changes, and removal of
market restrictions. Creating knowledge and linking it to market development is one key for the
eco-innovation needed for successful sustainable development.
If the integrated approach does not lead to the desired results, environmental quality is
to be safeguarded by the old means again: quality standards and emission limits, with higher
costs in reaching the same environmental quality, and hence with some loss of competitiveness.
So the challenge for any country is to increase both productivity and environmental
performance in an integrated way. Setting this goal for national society requires means to help
reach the goals. These means reside at several levels of policy, from highly abstract institutional
changes in environmental liability, to educational development at all levels, and to public
purchasing rules for specific products. In the vast domain of policy options, this paper focuses on
support for specific eco-innovative improvements, stimulating interesting options to thrive in
real markets.
This most applied, practical level of eco-innovation policy can function only in the
broader context of constraints and incentives in society regarding economic and environmental
development. Stimulating start-ups from universities requires that universities create relevant
knowledge, the students in relevant domains have entrepreneurial attitudes and skills, that
general incentives for starting new firms are enacted, and that financing organizations like banks
have knowledge and funds to invest in such high risk options. If such conditions are met, project
support by eco-innovation funding agencies can make a difference. If not, stimulating ecoinnovation remains a Sisyphus endeavor. So in order to be successful, project funding policies
are to be placed in the broader context of cultural, scientific and economic development, and
are to be positioned relative to other policies for economic and environmental development.
The task to improve both economic and environmental performance at a national level
increasingly has to be placed in an international perspective. Globalization reduces the influence
of national borders. Economic activities are becoming international, upstream and downstream;
knowledge development increasingly is an international affair, and the institutional
development at an international and global level is increasingly setting the stage for ecoinnovation, see Raven et al (2012). Such developments limit the domain of effective national
policy for eco-innovation, requiring active analysis of where action can be most useful from a
national point of view. One may innovate by moving wastes and environmentally burdensome
production abroad, seemingly reducing the environmental intensity (eco-efficiency) at a national
level. Ultimately, however, this will backfire if others do the same. EcoInnovera will help focus
not just at national improvement but at improvement for the EU and for the environment part
ultimately the whole world. So national policies by funding agencies should not only define their
role relative to a national context, but increasingly reckoning with the fast developing
international context, as most clearly visible in the fast changing role of China in the global
economy, in terms of production and innovation. Wind power and solar cells have become a
major Chinese activity, globally.
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This project sets out a framework for the broader strategic analysis. It does not cover
“all” in one model but develops a framework which allows for a more encompassing view on the
options and constraints for funding agencies, as a field model. It starts with a closer look at what
constitutes eco-innovation, how to measure it, and how to assess the potential of innovations in
international and increasingly global markets. The central chapter 3 is on the framework that is
to help broaden the view on how eco-innovation can be furthered and how funding agencies
can play a most successful role, reckoning with attractive options and, increasingly, with
unavoidable constraints related to internationalization and globalization. Next, in chapter 4, the
link with reality of eco-innovation is worked out. Some examples of eco-innovations are detailed
in illustrative boxes, indicating the types of options funding agencies may consider. The
framework is used to position national programs in more detail, in section 5, recognizing and
specifying options and requirements, and showing how programs and projects may
systematically be developed and evaluated. These programs and projects may well differ
between countries, as shown in chapter 6, because firms in different countries differ strongly in
their attitudes towards environment and innovation. Two annexes give details on potential
programs and projects. The formulation of programs is exemplary and open, showing different
directions one may take. Annex 1 shows criteria for setting up, describing and evaluating ecoinnovation projects, developing exemplary forms for project application and evaluation. Annex 2
describes the case of how to come to low carbon housing for existing stock, in the UK, and the
eco-innovations required to get there, including system innovation and policy change for
generating more general drivers.
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2. Micro level Eco-innovation and macro level Decoupling
Performance measurement
What is eco-innovation and how does it come about? This seemingly simple question is
answered in different ways (see OECD 2011, p29 ef). Eco-innovation may be defined in terms of
performance; or in terms of a process, potentially leading to improved performance; or in terms
of indicators, as proxies for difficult to measure performance. Performance options for defining
eco-innovation may vary widely. Some see the combined economic and environmental
improvement of a product in its life cycle as already constituting eco-innovation: win-win is
enough. However, if the ultimate goal is decoupling environmental impact from economic
growth, as set out in several EU policies, one should reckon with the indirect effect of economic
improvement. Higher productivity of the eco-innovation, one half of the win-win, induces
economic growth, which may eat away environmental improvement partly, or fully, or even
more. If eco-innovation is an innovation contributing to absolute decoupling, a more stringent
definition is required, where the environmental improvement is so much higher that it fully
counteracts the environmental impacts due to induced economic growth. Given the EU aim of
absolute decoupling, such a more stringent definition seems appropriate. Win-win then is not
enough. Also for a more stringent definition, variation is possible as the link to economic growth
and then decoupling performance cannot be made in a straightforward way. The concept may
be clear, the operational detailing not. This holds both for the mechanisms involved in induced
economic growth and for the measurement of environmental performance. The latter may be in
terms of specific environmental impact like an emission or some environmental quality
parameter, or it may be more encompassing as in terms of contribution to climate change (e.g.
in carbon equivalents).
Given the high degree of globalization, performance measurement has to deal with the
international aspect as well. European performance improvement in an environmental sense
may be seeming improvements only, as the novel products and activities rely on production
abroad. The steeply rising emissions in developing countries like China are substantially caused
by consumption in the EU and other developed countries. Looking at environmental
performance at a national is not wrong, but captures only part of the picture. It seems wise to
reckon with global environmental performance of eco-innovations, in the upstream and
downstream processes of the eco-innovation life cycle. For the upstream analysis, there are well
established methods related to LCA and environmentally extended IOA, see Wolf et al (2012)
and EC-JRC (2010). For downstream analysis is lacking clear methods as yet. The downstream
emissions of steel are through all its applications, always combined with other materials, in any
application, combined with other components and products. Still, for potentially eco-innovative
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materials like heat treated aluminium-lithium alloys, one would like to compare the
downstream functionality compared with other metals, like specialty steel.,
As the economic and environmental performance of society is measured at a macro
level, the ultimate question is how eco-innovations influence the macro level. In principle, the
economic part of the analysis is given in terms of GDP, growth of GDP and GDP per person
(wealth) or per working hour (labor productivity). The environmental part is less easy to grasp in
numbers. Environmental quality lags in time behind the human impacts. Current climate
changing emissions, for example, influence the climate system for centuries to come. Measuring
resource use and emissions of society now is well feasible however. Also, such environmental
interventions, the same units, can be used to analyze the impacts of technologies and product
systems, per year or over their life time. The system as has been developed in the context of
LCA, as Impact Categories, specifies main environmental mechanisms linked to emissions (and
other environmental interventions). Global warming, acidification, human toxicity and ecotoxicity are main examples. So we can specify the environmental impact as a specific emission,
like CO2 or SOx, or in terms of its contribution to an environmental impact, like global warming
or acidification. The performance measurement may ultimately be in terms of overall
environmental quality contribution. This last would be most relevant as eco-innovations tend to
involve many if not all environmental issues, but differently. How to combine partial scores into
an overall score is much disputed however. JRC-IES, in Ispra, has produced a reference weighting
set for Eurostat covering a broad set of environmental impacts (see Huppes et al 2012). Such
choices are left open here, but should somehow be made for operational choices, implicitly or
explicitly. Encompassing performance measurement, and prediction, should involve at least
climate changing emissions and climate change; hazardous substances and their consequences;
and materials resource depletion. Performance specification may be supported by indirect and
partial measurement, as proxies, like recycling rates, patents and procedural attention to
environmental aspects in innovation. Such proxies will however have a limited correspondence
with actual economic and environmental performance.

Micro level eco-innovation and macro level decoupling
With economic and environmental performance defined, the expected performance can be
quantified, relative to some reference, and eco-innovation can be measured. Innovations may
focus more on economic improvement, at environmental costs, or more at environmental
improvement, with economic cost, as with end-of-pipe environmental measures. Such onesided improvements may be useful, depending on the trade-off economy-environment
considered. However, eco-innovation may well be restricted to the bright green area in the
figure (adapted from EcoDrive, Huppes et al 2008), with both economic and environmental
improvement, as win-win. This measurement ex post or estimate ex ante refers to the micro
11

level performance primarily, in an LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) fashion. The ultimate policy goal
in eco-innovation is however to contribute to decoupling, at the macro level. The micro level
impact systematically differs from the macro level impact however. Economic improvement
means lower cost for a given output and hence induces an economic growth effect, inherently.
How exactly this economic growth effect works out depends on the shifts in production and
consumption it entails. However, as all economic activities have environmentally detrimental
effects, the economic growth effect necessarily detracts from the prime micro level ecoinnovation. For decoupling to result, as absolute environmental improvement combined with
economic growth, micro level win-win is not enough. The environmental improvement should
be relatively high, at the right-down side, in order to contribute to decoupling, compensating for
the growth effect. In the energy analysis domain and increasingly in the LCA domain, such
feedback mechanisms tend to be defined at the micro level, as rebound mechanisms. A more
energy efficient lamp or car means cheaper lighting and driving and will hence result in more
lighting and driving. The income not spent on these items will be spent on something else, with
environmental impacts resulting, unavoidably. The macro-economic income effect may cover all
such mechanisms in a rough fashion.
As there is no good solution to the micro-macro divergence, second choice reasoning is
due, which however from an innovation point of view may be highly interesting. By expanding
specific technologies and markets to include their upstream processes, a broader view on
innovation options is created, linked to life cycle thinking and in its practical details to LCA, Life
Cycle Assessment (see EC-JRC 2010). This form of systems analysis shows how eco-innovations
may form coherent holes, or may detract from each other. Reduced weight by integrated
construction may reduce energy and resource use, but depending on demountability, may
reduce, or increase recycling options, or may require new recycling options. The life cycle
systems view –from cradle to grave - aligns such options and allows for environmentally
improved innovation choices. Taking materials chains as a starting point, an even more
encompassing system can be specified with options for eco-innovative system improvement. It
covers main applications along main materials life cycles, involving several products and
functions. This chain approach can actively be used in public policy, vide development programs
as in the Netherlands (Ministry of I&M 2010).
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Figure 2.1 Measuring Eco-Innovation at micro level.

Eco-Efficiency
For limited eco-innovations, as for improvements in existing products, there is a clear reference,
the existing product. For deeper eco-innovations as are to be created for decoupling, the
function of existing products will be altered or totally new functions will be created. Internet has
not just changed the delivery of letters, replacing surface mail, but has led to fully new modes of
business organization and to a host of new consumer services, from Google to Facebook. This
example is extreme but the core argument is the same: there is not one old existing function as
a reference. Measuring performance may also proceed without a reference to compare with,
taking only the eco-innovation into account and compare it to some general average
performance, using the same metric there. The method is that of eco-efficiency, specifying the
ratio between the full environmental performance and the full economic performance, as the
environmental intensity of production or consumption. For systemic improvements the link to
specific technological improvements, including market changes is difficult to establish.
Econometric analysis then may give a clue. Specialization and economies of scale, for example,
have substantially contributed to economic growth in the European Union in the Nineties, see
Butter and Wit 2006. In the Netherlands this may be exemplified, but not proven, by the globally
13

leading role of ASML in lithography systems for the semiconductor industry, in Germany by the
global dominance in high-end car production, bot resulting from numerous technology and
system innovations. A survey on eco-efficiency is in DeSimone & Popoff (1997) and Huppes &
Ishikawa (2005). This metric is the same as that for societal decoupling, where overall
environmental performance is stated relative to economic performance, as environmental
intensity of production.
The environmental performance may be measured in terms of the environmental
parameters as specified and standardized by JRC-IES (see EC-JRC 2010). The micro level
economic performance is in terms of value added. At the macro level, GDP is the measure,
essentially being the sum of all micro level valued added. In this way, there is a most direct link
between micro level eco-innovation and macro-level decoupling. How exactly the E-E
performance may be filled in for use in eco-innovation programs remains an open question, for
research. Work in this domain has been done in a more limited way, focusing on climate
changing emissions only, in the CO2-calculator. Such calculators had first been developed in the
Netherlands and England in parallel and differently, and have later been harmonized at the EU
level.

The eco-innovation process
Eco-innovation may not only be defined in terms of results but also as a process, as an
innovation process which actively reckons with environmental concerns. There is a range of
options to do so. Design principles may be defined, as with ‘cradle-to-cradle’,
‘dematerialization’, and ‘miniaturization’. How they work out is next to be analyzed, based on
the design resulting, and later based on its actual performance. Or organizational principles may
be used to define eco-innovation as in involving environmental specialists in the design process.
Or general product characteristics may be involved, like moving from goods to services; avoiding
hazardous materials; expanding the life time as through reparability; or recyclability. Or LCA may
be used to assess and improve product performance from a system point of view, cradle-tograve. Such diverse measures, as procedural proxies, may all be relevant in finding routes for
improving performance. A survey of operational options is given in the Oslo Manual
(OECD/Eurostat, 2005). It is macro level performance, however, which ultimately decides if an
eco-innovation indeed contributes to absolute decoupling; if it “really” is an eco-innovation,
based on substantial market penetration.
A still broader approach to innovation in general and eco-innovation in particular is to
focus on the drivers for the eco-innovation process. With strong drivers present, a society is
(eco-) innovative, though more precisely it would be to say: expected to be innovative. The
drivers work only if indeed decisions are influenced by them, that is if they lead to eco14

innovative decision making. The drivers work through one or more mechanisms, with most
general drivers influencing many actors and many mechanisms. An encompassing global carbon
tax would be a most general example. More local drivers, like project subsidies, mostly work in
the context of more general drivers.
The most general drivers for innovation are those that have set in motion the Industrial
Revolution. Long term drivers don’t require day-to-day policies so much, as they are
institutionalized. Major institutions creating innovation and growth are public education and
basic research; intellectual property rights and publication systems; and legal institutions
regarding markets and products, like enforcement of contracts and rule of law. There is
substantial historical evidence that these are indeed the major forces for innovation, see for
example Mokyr (2002) and North (1989; 2005) as two major scholars in the field. Mokyr
emphasizes the growth of usable knowledge resulting while North puts more emphasis on the
role of research. Linking institutions to the process of (eco-) innovation is not straightforward.
One example is the distinction by Geels (2007) in terms of the levels of generality of the context
of (eco-) innovation. The socio-technical landscape; the socio-technical regime, and the niche
define the drivers, if positive, and the constraints, if negative for innovation. The link to specific
national policies is limited, mostly so at the level of local niches, where national governments
may exert their influence. Novel developments in innovation theory link the general framework
to a more location-specific analysis; see Raven et al (2012).
Novel ideas as developed in the school of New Institutional Economics are to help keep
the innovative dynamics going, by adjusting the most general institutions. Following North,
institutions are the "rules of the game", consisting of both the formal legal rules and the
informal social norms that govern individual behavior and structure the social interactions.
Specific organizations, like schools, universities, courts and firms, function under these general
institutions. The background of economic growth – as productivity growth by innovation – has
not just been by producing of new useful knowledge, a term coined by Mokyr, but more so by
creating access to this increasingly international and global knowledge. Effective access depends
on social networks comprising universities, scientific organizations, publishers, professional
organizations, business clubs, etc, with oral and written exchanges and now increasingly with IT
based exchanges. Much EU effort in the creating the European Research Area is in line with this
school: creating supranational networks for the exchange of useful knowledge.
National policies may aim at producing more knowledge, by increasing the amount and
the organization of public funded education and research and stimulating private research as by
tax exemptions or reductions on research expenditure. A most important domain of action is
the second part again: organized knowledge diffusion, by linking different domains of
15

knowledge within the country and by better linking to global networks. National funding
programs may border on using such drivers, as in choosing multi-disciplinary projects and in
providing linking information. One proven method for linking is to bring different activities in a
domain together on one location, the Silicon Valley model, as Eco-Industrial Parks. University
researchers, start-ups; spin offs and some larger firms can create innovation in markets better
then each one single. Such policies are broadly applied at national levels, where national funding
programs might contribute substantially. The role of funding agencies might be at the level of
supporting specific spin-offs and start-ups, thus supporting spatial policy and other more generic
instruments at the national level.

Drivers for the environmental part of eco-innovation
The core issue here is how to move from innovation, as improved economic performance to
eco-innovation. Incentives for economic innovation have been established and are developing,
ranging from liability rules and intellectual property rights to fiscal facilities for R&D and starters.
Some environmental incentives also work through market mechanisms, like environmental
liability rules with a general applicability and the European ETS system for climate change. The
ETS now only covers larger industries (at the moment at too low price levels for carbon). Feed-in
tariffs have been developed for non-fossil energy in many countries. Also, there are niche
markets for environmentally friendly products. However, environmental policy is still
substantially based on direct regulation, with environmental quality standards, environmental
impact standards, and product and technology standards. Their drive for eco-innovation is
mostly soft and limited, usually not embodied in the regulation itself but in expected more
stringent regulation coming up. Pro-actively reckoning with future standards sets into motion a
complex process of leaders and laggards influencing policy development. Leaders will tend to
promote more stringent regulations to help create an early mover advantage or they may just
help to get some competitors out of the market. Regulators will specify regulations only if their
requirements can be met in the market. In this domain, project funding for initial market
development may be influential. A successful policy example is the Top Runner program in
Japan, where winners receive publicity and market share and laggards tend to lose market share
or they are regulated off the market. Learning from ‘best practice’ eco-innovation programs in
countries beyond Europe may contribute to more effective programs in Europe, with possibly a
task for eco-innovation funding organizations. Progressive requirements on car CO2 emissions of
fleets per brand seem a most effective means to change the car market and its performance.
The Toyota Prius has played a role in this development, globally, as did the Californian prize on
the zero emission car. Dynamic Californian standards were followed by federal standards in the
US and now extensively in dynamic EU standards. National options along these lines are in
creating electricity poles for reloading car batteries and initiatives for standardizing connections.
An interesting example is in car coating, see chapter 4, where a strong environmental driver for
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intended VOC reduction combined with organizational innovation together creating a global
competitive advantage for the EU, especially in Germany.
The eco-part of eco-innovation has been developed more bottom up and ad hoc as
compared to the very general drivers for economic innovation. It would seem that major option
s for national support programs for eco-innovation would link to the general economic
incentives as are available and focus on how to improve the environmental performance of
innovation, especially where feed-back loops to policy seem feasible. In order to develop a more
systematic approach, as opposed to a more random case approach, the diverse mechanisms in
innovation and eco-innovation will be schematized in a general framework, showing where to
look for options for national funding programs and projects, in the next section.
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3. Developing eco-innovation: a framework
Decoupling as the societal goal
The goal of eco-innovation has been defined in performance terms: decoupling economic
growth from environmental deterioration. Within the broader realm of sustainable
development the social aspects, the third pillar, play an independent role as well, as in terms of
distributional issues and the level of growth. We leave out such – important – issues here. The
core focus here is on micro level innovation that helps society to move towards decoupling, at a
macro level. At his micro level, beyond the discovery stage there will have to be a match
between novel supply and novel demand, for specific technologies or groups of technologies.
Without demand, supply cannot be successful. So in a most general sense, the development of
specific technologies, their supply, can be supported by general or specific measures, and
demand for eco-innovative products can be supported, again by general or specific policy
measures. Without demand, an eco-innovation will fail, and without supply it just is not there.
Within the scope of national eco-innovation policies, project funding can play a role both in the
development of supply and demand. Supply can be enhanced as by evaluating the ecoinnovation potential of technologies, by subsidizing technology and market development, and
by linking actors in the supply chain. Demand can be enhanced by tapping the willingness to pay
of purchasers for novel environmentally friendly goods and services, by creating awareness of
the environmental advantages and disadvantages products have, and by shifting the structure of
demand into an environmentally more positive direction. However, supply and demand are
necessarily linked in the volume of sales resulting. Supply without demand is senseless and
demand without supply is useless.
A novel product coming into the market, highly eco-innovative in principle, may create
such deep rebound mechanisms at the demand side as to create to economic growth only,
without environmental improvements. The Jevons paradox is an early example, when
innovations in the efficiency of coal based energy production made energy so cheap in the
Eighteenth and Nineteenth century that coal production soared to unprecedented levels, setting
the stage for global climate change. One other element in the analysis is that innovation has its
dark side as well: it is creative destruction, a term coined by Schumpeter (1942) to describe the
mechanisms in capitalist development. Substantial innovations, also eco-innovations, will
usually press other activities out of the market. Coal meant the end of windmills. More recently,
Sony was a leader in the transportable individual music, with its Walkman, but lost out to the
iPod of Apple. Many more cases have been described, see Christensen (1997). Vested interests
seem to prevent more fundamental innovations. Overcoming such lock-ins might be a task of
eco-innovation policy, which then should reckon with the destruction caused as well.
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For eco-innovation policy in general and project funding in particular, the message is
that the ultimate goal of decoupling, and behind that the goal of sustainable development,
should be kept in mind when assessing options. Combining supply and demand, reckoning with
secondary mechanisms like rebound and more general income effects are key issues there, but
other types of secondary mechanisms may easily occur. Many specific rules and regulations and
subsidy programs may together stifle eco-innovative development as innovators will have to
reckon with all such information, detracting from their core task: creative eco-innovation. Some
general lines are indicated here, to be put in a more systematic line of reasoning in later parts of
this chapter.
The more attractive eco-innovations are from an economic point of view, the more they
will contribute to economic growth, and the smaller will be the environmental improvement
remaining at the macro level. The ultimate aim of eco-innovation is to help move society
towards absolute decoupling of economic growth from environmental stress. So in assessing
specific micro level eco-innovations the indirect effects, through market mechanisms, income
effects and induced economic growth are to be taken into account. The outcome at the macro
level, the role in decoupling, may therefore differ substantially from the prime micro level
improvement. The negative part of such indirect effects is often named ‘rebound’. An often
mentioned example is the increase in amount of lighting when lighting becomes cheaper, as
with replacing incandescent lamps with CFLs. The rebound discussion came up in the energy
domain but has a general bearing on any innovation. The rebound discussion opened up
important questions on the mechanisms in society which lead to eco-innovation and which,
indirectly, also mitigate the net effect at a macro level. These mechanisms are very diverse and
mutually interdependent. However, it is these mechanisms that somehow are to be altered in
order to improve the eco-innovation processes towards better micro level performance and
towards macro level decoupling as a key step towards sustainability as goal to be filled in in
more detail in due time.

Public policies for eco-innovation
Public policies to alter these mechanisms can be very diverse. At a most general level they relate
to changes in the structure of society, like adapting liability and other legal rules; restructuring
intellectual property rights and their protection, adapting rules for international trade in the
WTO, and setting up the structure for global climate policy. These mostly create general
incentives at the supply side. At a most micro level, demand may be more intricately involved,
as in prescribing allowable technologies or characteristics, or in setting up decision support tools
for consumers, like labeling schemes. For example, policies may determine which heating
systems are allowed, or not in new housing development, thus forcefully creating shifts in
demand In Denmark, gas (and oil and coal) fired heating is forbidden as of 2013, forcing
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households to move towards micro-cogeneration, producing both heat and electricity, and
inducing technology development for such more environmentally attractive systems. In
between these two extremes a plethora of options for influencing actors are available, as in
easing the move from products to services, in fundamental organizational innovation reckoning
with sustainability, and in creating infrastructure for specific technologies, like electric cars.
Changes considered, through policies, should not be modest environmentally speaking, as then
quite surely economic growth will eat away a main part of those already limited environmental
improvements. The environmental ambition level should be high. Doing roughly the same but
better will not be enough in a world where the intention is that economic growth is there to
stay. So it is not just eco-innovations in goods and services that are to be considered.
Fundamental changes in consumption styles and life styles and business organization and
economic structure are to be included in the eco-innovation policy domain. The relations
between actors in the value chains and materials chains then become main targets for ecoinnovation policy, both covering supply and demand, production and consumption.

A framework for guiding eco-innovation action
Considering the task at hand for funders of eco-innovation projects, and also for eco-innovation
policy in general, the situation becomes bewilderingly complex. Fitting all options for policies
and their instrumentation to all relevant mechanisms in society, with an ultimate view on macro
level decoupling is too complex a task for any policy maker and for any scientist as well. The
model of all does not exist and cannot exist. Still, not viewing options systematically and not
reckoning with indirect and secondary effects seems irresponsible as well, in terms of the high
cost and limited effectiveness of policies developed in such a near-sighted way. The only
solution now is to have a general framework to view such options and to create a perspective on
indirect and secondary effects. This framework is not a full-fledged model with quantified
outcomes. It gives the main structure of how such a full-fledged model might look like, see
figure 3.1, giving ideas on options to consider and backfiring mechanisms to reckon with.
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Figure 3.1. Framework for evaluating eco-innovation projects and programs.

Combining instruments and mechanisms for sustainability goals
How can we get to grips with the multitude of instruments, applicable to myriads of products,
firms and consumers, and how can we know that indeed eco-innovation is supported, that
indeed real environmental improvement will be created? Such questions cannot be answered
with certainty. What we can do however is to structure the field, not giving final answers yet but
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posing better questions. The framework developed for this purpose has a simple basic structure.
Instruments for eco-innovation use a number of mechanisms which directly and indirectly,
through other mechanisms, may lead to the desired goals, improved performance. The focus
here is on improved economic and environmental performance but in principle the third pillar of
sustainability, social performance, can be covered in the same way. This framework can be used
to evaluate specific technologies, projects and programs, in a bottom up fashion. The framework
is not only relevant for environmental and industrial policy makers but for firms and innovators
as well. It can also be used to enlarge the domain of action for eco-innovation, as in directing
policies to potentially most attractive cases or in showing options for more generic actions,
increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of public policies regarding eco-innovation.
There are two key elements in the framework as set up. The first is that there is an
explicit set of documented societal goals, determining the way performance is to be measured.
The second is that there is an explicit treatment of the core mechanisms influenced directly and
how they lead to the performance goals also indirectly through other mechanisms involved. A
description of the eco-innovation field, covering goals, options and mechanisms is to indicate
how the a specific focal point for action is chosen, e.g. a product, process or organizational
mechanism, and how this links to other mechanisms, both at the technology level and the more
general levels of mechanisms in economy and society. Improvement in expected performance,
specified in terms of public goals, is the ultimate criterion in evaluating projects and programs:
public money should always be spent for public goals.

Open framework versus closed model
The framework is open. It does not specify the goals to be reached. However, performance goals
should be specified as projects and programs can only be evaluated against these performance
goals. Nor does the framework specify the mechanisms to be used in furthering eco-innovation.
However, it does indicate a broad domain of possible mechanisms that might be involved, at
different levels of generality. Nor does the framework prescribe specific instruments, as public
interventions to induce eco-innovation. It does indicate however that there is a broad spectrum
of options, with choices for one or another option to be well founded.
Specifying the field, how instruments relate to mechanisms and to performance, can
first be done at a conceptual level. Quantification may next can be developed for specific cases,
using partial and incomplete models, with always a broader view on their context. That
quantified analysis then becomes part of the overall analysis. It is not the starting point nor the
endpoint as the analysis is open. The quantified model for all, as a filled in framework for all, just
does not exist, and cannot exist for fundamental reasons. We create our future, it is not fully
determined. The open framework is to support and guide that process, by evaluating the
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effectiveness of options, both technological options and options in policy, here focused at ecoinnovation support programs and their projects. It also can help in the creative process of
project and program development.

Using the framework in evaluation of projects and programs
The focus here first is on how to use the framework in evaluating projects and programs for ecoinnovation. The more general use of the framework is in helping public action shift from specific
products and technologies to more generic domains of innovation for sustainability: from
product to product system; from new technique to system change; from product to service;
from incremental change to radical and systemic changes; from individual economic actors to
chains of producers, consumers and organizations; and from technical innovation to technology
innovations and to pure organizational innovation. The reasoning in all these cases is: how does
the eco-innovation considered work out in terms of sustainability performance, ex ante, as
expected performance. The environmental performance is to be specified broadly, to avoid
environmental problem shifting, as in solving acidification by increasing global warming. The
economic performance is to be specified in terms of market based welfare increase. For both
goals, the reasoning towards the necessary shifts is to place specific actions, at the level of
sector, material, product or process in their broader context of entire material chains and
broader societal functioning. Ultimately, we will have to reconsider how essential needs of
society can be fulfilled. As the future starts now, such considerations should play a role now as
well in fundamental eco-innovation; see for example Leach et al (2012) for a discussion on goals
at several levels.
Assessing expected performance, ultimately at the macro level of society, is laden with
severe scientific and conceptual issues. This means that evaluations should be open: is some
public action likely to contribute to eco-innovation, are specific projects and programs likely to
lead to eco-innovation? Asking for certainty is not sensible. Then nothing can be done, neither in
the public policy domain nor regarding innovation decisions. What can be asked for, however, is
a reasoned statement, reckoning with broad societal goals, indicating how the options
considered may change society in terms of these goals, using an explicit field model, covering all
relevant mechanisms, and indicating the most relevant competing alternative options for the
eco-innovation as pursued. Comparing a Sterling motor based combined heat and power system
for apartments with the current mix of low efficiency burners does not make sense. Business as
usual will at least lead to high efficiency boilers. In Denmark plain gas boilers will shortly be
forbidden in new housing projects, giving a strong impetus to new technology development.
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Using the framework for improving policy and the broader institutional
environment
Improved knowledge for using the framework can be approached bottom up as well, in making
an ex post analysis of eco-innovation projects. These can identify mechanisms not to forget
about and institutional requirements to be met for successful implementation of bottom-up
projects. For higher level improvements in eco-innovation, as in organizational changes, the
applied field models are mostly lacking, as are links to qualitative analysis. The current shift in
the tasks of architects, to diminish their role in specifying the terms of reference and shifting
quality control to specialized organizations may well be a major innovation. This is conditional
on capable organizations and well established procedures to embed the sustainability goals in
the terms of reference. Research on such higher order issues can improve the functionality of
the framework, opening up new options for projects and programs. Ultimately, it is the same
information that should be available to eco-innovators, to help direct their actions towards
decoupling and towards broader sustainability goals.

Application to the low carbon housing program
Finally, the question is how the bottom up and top down approaches for eco-innovation can be
linked. The example of carbon neutral housing elucidates the problem, coming up with some
preliminary answers. In realizing the emission reduction goals of the EU for 2050, it will be
necessary to also adapt the existing housing stock to low carbon performance. Only top-down
policies, like carbon pricing, will not accomplish the job alone, at least not on time, as houses
typically last for at least 70 years and their refurbishment is a complex process with many
obstacles and constraints. The ultimate goal of near carbon neutrality is also impossible to reach
bottom up only, is one conclusion from British applied research. Based on current prices,
consumer behavior will shift back to high levels of energy use through a number of rebound
mechanisms. For getting the volumes of renovation as are required fast enough, new forms of
social organization seem essential, is the conclusion from Dutch experimental projects. Generic
incentives, new technologies, and new social organization are essential ingredients to be
combined in this domain of eco-innovation, requiring many projects to be set up, in programs to
be developed. Several derived research requirements follow, differentiated between existing
and new building development.
In the EcoInnovera meeting in Birmingham, a number of cases were presented, one on Low
Carbon Housing, see the research requirement in the Box in Chapter 4 below and a more
general description of that case in Annex 2. Relevant conclusions from this case in the present
context of program and project evaluation include:
1. Improved ex ante performance evaluation, based on ex post experiences and better
modeling of specific technologies in their practical system context;
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2. Pre-financing of investment cost for creating future financial and environmental advantages;
3. Improved builder capabilities in terms of knowledge for implementing novel technologies
and using novel building systems.
4. Substantial driver reinforcement, like in developing financial incentives for lower carbon
housing.
As to project funding by eco-innovation funding organizations, with limited amounts per project,
the subject is sobering. The policies required and the funding involved to realize the quantitative
goals will substantially surpass the funding capabilities of the more general project funding
agencies. In this realm large scale sectoral policies are required and broader incentive creating
policies are needed, as through carbon pricing. The role of funding agencies may be at a more
detailed level, as in helping develop some key technology or some key organizational change, if
essential for low carbon housing.

Using the framework: steps to take
The steps to take in using the framework essentially are iterative, checking on goals, considering
options, viewing mechanisms, considering strategies, and then back to options, goals, etc. A top
down or a bottom up approach may be starting point, to be combined in a later stage of
program development, and within the program for project development and evaluation.
Bottom up

1. Specify potential projects in the eco-innovation policy domain.
2. Investigate how they might contribute to generic program goals through the prime
mechanisms set in motion in the project.
3. Check on indirect mechanisms at a micro level: what reactions can be expected from
consumers, what market mechanisms are involved, also abroad?
4. Check on competing innovations that may block the one considered or may be more
attractive.
5. Check on mechanisms at a macro level, as in shifts in sector structure.
6. How does the innovation fit into general developments in society, like evolving
service systems, increasing pervasiveness of IT, and globalization of culture,
technologies and markets?
7. How can the eco-innovation be part of a broader specter of projects within program
limitations?
8. What are alternative projects to be part of the program, improving on the ones
considered?
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Top down

1. Set generic program goals, with general environmental goals (EU and global) as a
first reference.
2. Specify the main mechanisms in society, starting with institutions, which determine
the speed and direction of development of society and economy, giving a first vies
on potential instruments, at a most general level.
3. View the main bottlenecks and constraints for transformation of society into a
sustainable direction, first at the level of society at large (culture, organizations), and
next at the economy level, both the macro level but ultimately the level of sectors,
systems, firms and organizations, and markets.
4. Specify directions for change, as more specific instrument opportunities for
resolving bottlenecks, including lock-ins.
5. Specify options for improvement in terms of the opportunities, as instruments
within the policy domain of national eco-innovation programs.
6. Specify strategies for spending public money most effectively, on specific types of
mechanisms and projects.
7. Specify programs filling in the strategy.
8. Specify or invite projects for filling in the programs.
Bottom-Up and Top-Down
Steps in Developing
Eco-Innovation Programs
Steps
Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Iteration
Steps

The top down approach may remain too abstract, without feet on the floor. The bottom up
approach may well get stuck on the floor, doing what has been done in the past, without a view
on program improvement. Combining bottom up and top down approaches in an iterative way
will lead to more reasoned program development and more detailed formats for project
evaluation.
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Research for improving the framework
A final use of the framework would be to focus research on reducing the high uncertainty in
current evaluation of eco-innovation projects and programs as to their contribution to ecoinnovation performance. This entails improving the set-up of the empirical analysis, as in linking
micro actions to macro level consequences, and improving normative analysis, as in practically
specifying trade-offs between different goals. We touch upon such options here only shortly.
Also in the steps towards modeling for practical applications the qualitative analysis is prime.
Quantitative models, with their practical and inherent restrictions, can be improved. In the
development of biofuels, the analysis using life cycle analysis (LCA) and broader chain analysis
had been well developed. How to link such technology models to market models is a subject not
to be developed in case studies but in a more general context.

Framework conclusions
The eco-innovation research to be programmed involves the interface between public action to
improve eco-innovation performance and private economic activities in production and
consumption. Most eco-innovations resulting will be in the private domain, based on better
technical and behavioral insights and on an improved incentive structure. The field is detailed to
some extent and visualized in the Framework. A general conclusion for project funding agencies
is that they cannot do it alone. A broader context is required. Large scale change requires more
than projects and funding programs. Several general drivers are to be applied and bottlenecks
resolved in a systematic, beyond specific projects way.
In setting up projects and programs and in evaluating projects and programs, a link is to be
made between the instruments used and the expected performance improvement realized,
through a number of specified mechanisms, reckoning with their broader context. The
framework as developed here specifies main ingredients to consider. It leads to specific
requirements on how to write project proposals and to a corresponding guidance on evaluation
procedures. Ex post evaluations are essential for further improving the framework.
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4. Boxes with examples on eco-innovations, with drivers and mechanisms
Box 1. System innovation: Contract set-up incentive for low-VOC coating in
EU vs US
What to learn from this case?
The set-up of contractual relations may severely influence the speed of eco-innovation; when
convincing drivers for environmental improvement are present. Calling for eco-innovation with
public funding was budgetary impossible in this case. More generally, such funding might not
trigger the eco-innovation expected if not well considered in the context of main suppliers,
dominant market positions, mutual dependencies, and leading innovators. The role of national
funding organizations might be to exemplary develop contractual options with a high driver
potential for eco-innovation.
The case
In the nineties, there was an active EU policy regarding the emissions reduction of nmVOC (nonmethane Volatile Organic Compounds). Similar policies were developing in the US. In order to
reduce summer smog, emissions had to be substantially reduced, with car coating as a main
source of emissions hence to contribute substantially to the necessary overall reduction. Several
technical options were developing at the time - also for other coating applications - like powder
coating, several types of waterborne coatings and several types of two-component (2K)
coatings, next to closed paint spraying rooms and end-of-coating room emission reduction
options for the old solvent based coating. Neither of them was directly fit for full scale car
coating application.
In this situation the contract set-up between car coating companies and car manufacturers
differed sharply between the EU and the US. New sourcing concepts developed, shifting to
performance specification as in terms of process reliability (first-run OK-rates, based on
concepts proven in Japan by Toyota) and to supplier competition. Car manufacturers in Europe,
especially Germany, employed several coating companies in parallel, with short duration
contracts and performance based operation, with full cost of failure borne by the coating
companies. In contrast, in the US contracts tended to be to a single coating company; specifying
operations in detail; and with a much longer contract duration, of several years. These
differences in contract still exist, with the European style of multiple sourcing also present in
China, and the US style of single source supplier being also dominant in Japan and Korea, and in
France. There is not much dynamic in product and process development any more, as the
necessary emission reductions have been realized mainly and that environmental driver for
further reductions has much diminished. The innovations induced in Europe have diffused over
the world. The dynamics of the nineties have calmed down. Coating customers are not so
demanding any more with regard to environmental technology support as they used to be in
former times. The focus is now on cost reduction, not any more on eco-innovation. The result
will be economic growth, probably without any contribution to decoupling.
The products and processes involved have been standardized and stabilized. Robots are
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available for all complex application tasks; all new lines are equipped with robots; high first-run
OK rates are achieved everywhere. Color-change units are optimized to reduce loss of coating
material to a minimum. Optimization activities are now very much focused on energy
efficiency. Only one remaining challenge for process improvement is a reduction of application
steps (3 coating layers instead of 4) or of reducing curing steps (wet-on-wet-on-wet process).
Convincing dynamic environmental policy can be a strong driver for eco-innovation. Second,
organizational innovation can play a key role, under such a strong driver. National ecoinnovation projects with a focus on organizational innovation might then have added value.
The bottom up example of low nmVOC coating has led to a view regarding the role of private
contracts in the eco-innovation process, definitely going beyond the technology subsidy
approach, which could not have been applied in this case. Such higher level mechanisms may
become part of the action domain of national eco-innovation funding organizations.
Source: Thomas May (DuPont Performance Coatings) personal communication 2012;
Geldermann et al 2007.
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Box 2. System Innovation: From products to services through leasing
What to learn from this case?
Leasing as means to shift from product to service provision may hardly have a clear effect on
the environmental performance of the product-service systems involved. In order to serve as
an entry to eco-innovation, a more detailed analysis of situations and mechanisms is required.
Options for such a development may be part of the programming eco-innovation funding
organizations.
The case
A famous 17th Century example is on public lighting. Jan van der Heijden (Amsterdam)
developed a public lighting service where governments (and private persons) paid for a number
lights (oil lamps) burning during a specified period of time. Van der Heijden made and
maintained the lamps, hired the persons to light them and improved the lamps so they would
shut down automatically after a specified period of time accustomed to time of the year and
customers. He sold lighting, not lamps, to cities all over Europe.
In a similar vein, Philips Lighting now is selling a certain amount of light, especially in offices,
with all products and maintenance the responsibility of Philips. Philips borrowing costs are
relatively low so capital intensive options are analyzed rationally, as opposed to most lighting
users acquiring lighting as part of normal operations of for consumers, privately. There will be
costs savings and energy & environment savings, through re-use and recycling and through
lower energy use.
Océ-van der Grinten (now merged with Canon) pioneered the leasing of copying machines in the
nineties, where payment was based on the number of copies made, with speed of the leased
copiers matched to capacity use. Machines hardly ever would be fully new, as full machines and
main parts were remanufactured. There were substantial cost and environmental advantages.
There would not be overinvestment in idle machines and reduced production and maintenance
cost with less materials use were realized.
Leasing of cars involves cheaper buying rates for the lease companies as bulk purchasers,
without any environmental advantage. A main driver for leasing is tax advantages, in many
countries.. It also has an incentive to reduce cost of maintenance, as by standardization, which
might be somewhat environmentally attractive. Leased cars tend to have more damages by
more careless and casual driving, and by a higher standard of maintenance, as drivers don’t pay
per repair. Overall, the tax incentive leads to more driving, with probably not much
environmental improvement, if at all.
Leasing of chemicals involves a business model in which the chemical company supplies a
substance for a specific service, but retains ownership of the chemical. Such arrangements
usually are embedded in broader service contracts, supplying a function, like cooling of server
rooms and boot spraying of coatings. All major chemicals companies are involved often dealing
with larger customers, as the specifics of the cases requires substantial investment in
knowledge, organization and contracts. The incentives for environmental improvement may be
substantial. What to learn from these cases? First, leasing may not always be environmentally
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attractive as compared to product ownership, let alone contribute to decoupling. Some
examples of leasing show clear advantages however, like copier and carpet leasing, with
redesign for re-use and recycling. Second, drivers for leasing are not clear, as with accidental tax
structures hardly being a driver for eco-innovation. Would it be possible to single out where
leasing might be conducive to eco-innovation? What are the bottlenecks for broader application
in eco-innovation? Are there options in eco-innovation programs to resolve such bottlenecks?
Research would have to answer such questions.
The bottom up approach is starting point in all project cases. By considering several options in
the leasing domain, a more general view can be developed on the mechanisms involved,
allowing for more focused programming. The first steps in the bottom up process have been
indicated here.
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Box 3. Complex techno-system improvement: Low carbon housing
innovation
What to learn from this case?
The first lesson is that mechanisms involved moving towards low-carbon housing are complex
and interrelated. Focusing at single instruments and mechanisms, like improved insulation,
just will not work. Second, the analysis of the broader sets drivers and mechanisms in the
domain shows that generic instruments, touching at institutional change, are an essential
starting point. They create the context for potentially successful programs and projects. Third,
even with all higher order instruments and mechanisms in place, there are practical
impediments to be resolved for attaining a relevant speed of eco-innovation. Renovating one’s
house has an economic angle, but this angle is not dominant in most private households
behavior, especially not if the economic advantage is long term and the psychological and
non-market cost are on the short term.
The case
The refurbishing of the existing housing stock has been taken up in climate policy in Great
Britain, as an unavoidable measure for reaching the 2050 reduction goals as have been set. The
Low Carbon Housing program has been set up for that purpose. Several projects have been
implemented in the program involving different technical options for low carbon housing,
ranging from supply of low carbon energy systems to reduced demand as by insulation and heat
exchangers in ventilation systems. The experimental approach developed in Great Britain
involves an evaluation of projects as executed, looking into the options and constraints of the
program.
This case had a broad domain specification already, linking performance to several mechanisms.
What had been lacking, as stated by the program leader, was a link to life cycle performance
from a systems perspective. With that link established, the system could be defined in a more
focused way. Should the discussions on green concrete be part of the Low Carbon Housing
program, as part of the prime value chain with firms and organizations? Would the transport
system play an important role, as important adjoining sector? How does housing fit into the
macro-structure, with indirect effects in other sectors maybe more important than direct
environmental impacts? How do architects, as a group with several organizations fit into ecoinnovation dynamics? At the level of institutions how do ownership structures in housing relate
to eco-innovations? At the level of culture in terms of knowledge development how are
research and education in architecture and town planning developing, and how to adapt their
educational and research programs? All such empirical questions lead to further questions,
especially if questions and answers can be framed in a performance based system perspective,
mostly lacking still.
As to the instruments, a clear role was specified for innovation in building prescriptions &
regulations. The shift from technology prescriptions to performance prescription, advocated
for decades already, has hardly been made. The shift would have to reckon with EU
developments already advancing, but requiring local implementation. Information & values are
essential ingredients. For example improved information for lowly schooled small builders is
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essential, as they are dominant in the housing domain not only for new housing but also for
maintenance and hence for low carbon improvement of the existing building stock. Economic
instruments in a domain specific sense related mostly to subsidies. Overall, also reckoning with
all other domains, the role of public subsidies is limited however. So, more general economic
instruments seem to be required. Tax based incentives and similar (like auctioned CO2 emission
certificates in the ETS) can replace other taxes, instead of requiring additional taxes, as subsidies
do. The single side remark in discussion time on climate taxes seems to link to a key domain for
eco-innovation research, relevant also for other domains.
A last general instrument is the public infrastructure. The housing system including household
activities is embedded in the transport system and relates very much to regional planning.
Transport distances for work, shopping and recreation; modal split in transport; orientation to
the sun; and many more will have a substantial influence both in options creation and in actual
performance of low carbon housing innovation.
The general outcome has been that there is substantial resistance to the low carbon transition
due to psychological and economic costs of the transition step, both for tenants and owners,
and the organizational difficulties encountered. The economics of the transition show that
market prices don’t pay for the transition; economic incentives have to be created as through
subsidies or carbon pricing. Also, the ex ante expected emission reductions of improved
insulation did not work out ex post. Forcing owners and tenants is impossible in the culture of
our society. The general outcomes can be formulated as requirements on further program
implementation. They include the following.
The following key bottlenecks were encountered leading to advice for program development.
1. Improved ex ante performance evaluation is required, based on ex post experiences and
better modeling of specific technologies in their practical system context. There was a
substantial overestimation of the effectiveness of specific emission reduction measures, in
the order of 80% (!).
2. Pre-financing of investment cost for creating future financial and environmental advantages
is required;
3. Improved builder capabilities in terms of knowledge for implementing novel technologies
and using novel building systems are essential. It is lacking with the typical builder now: a
lowly educated small firm.
4. Substantial driver reinforcement is required, like in developing financial incentives for lower
carbon housing. Without a strong financial climate driver, as with high level tradable permit
or carbon taxes are required to prevent a return to high energy behavior.
These advices will require research and adjoining actions, a first point detailed further in Annex
2. There is no clear view yet on what might be most relevant research issues, let alone a basis
for prioritization. Second, the technical innovations as have been achieved already seem
adequate enough for the intended performance improvement, if only they were broadly
implemented, without rebound mechanisms occurring. Third, a point coming up in discussion:
broad implementation will not take place if not supported by substantial and stable financial
incentives. This domain insight of a general nature nearly was buried under technical domain
detail. Such a financial incentive might be in the form of a carbon tax or ETS-based emission
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pricing. These economic instruments are now not (yet?) applicable to most housing items,
except through influencing the (undifferentiated) price of grid electricity. Such broad financial
incentive not only would work on implementation of low carbon technologies in housing but
also would direct both public and private research and R&D in an environmental direction,
towards eco-innovation.
The use of the framework is partially bottom up and partially top down, in first starting pilots
and analyze their functioning, and then look back to broader regulatory options to be
developed, and then to come back to the case level, with improved options.
Source: See Annex 2, also for a more detailed description.
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Box 4 Regulatory drivers: Eco-innovation dynamics induced by REACH
What to learn from this case?
The first lesson is that, indeed, regulations can have a substantial influence on innovation and
eco-innovation, both positive and negative. Second, these incentives may work out differently
for different firms, like between large multinationals and SMEs. The burden of transaction
cost, for example, may be too heavy for smaller firms. Third, these effects are not cut in stone:
adapted regulations or adjoining policies can make a difference, based on analysis of the
positive and negative mechanisms involved.
The case
The REACH regulation is one of the EU wide environmental regulations eco-innovation has to
reckon with. REACH Regulation specifies the rules for registration with the Commission of
dangerous chemicals, see Anonymous (2007). The aim of REACH is to improve the protection of
human health and the environment through the better and earlier identification of the intrinsic
properties of chemical substances. The REACH Regulation requires manufacturers and
importers to establish information on the properties of their chemical substances, which will
allow their safe handling, and to register the information in a central database run by
the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) in Helsinki. Information relating to health, safety and
environmental properties, risks and risk management measures is required to be passed both
down and up the supply chain. REACH also calls for the progressive substitution of the most
dangerous chemicals when suitable alternatives have been identified. There has been an
evaluation of the innovation effects of the REACH regulation, conducted by CSES, see
Anonymous (2012a; 2012b).
The effect of REACH on innovation has been investigated by CSES, at three stages in the
innovation process, conception, pilot implementation and marketing. For about a quarter of
respondents, including SMEs, there had been a positive role in the conception stage, but for a
substantial group not. The information retrieved had added relevant information to their
operations, but that may also have been a burden on their innovativeness. In the
implementation stage, a real barrier to innovativeness is perceived by firms regarding new
substances, due to costs and procedures required by REACH. External laboratories have to be
involved delaying the start of (small scale) operations. In the marketing stage, the cost of
maintaining relations in the chain can be substantial, especially for manufacturers of chemical
products. It seems that such costs are an impediment to innovation. Also time to market is
becoming longer, leading to a competitive disadvantage, especially relative to Chinese
producers. Acceptance of their new products has been improved however.
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There is few national programs to support firms in their dealings with REACH, the Italian REACHFIT and the French CNR program being exceptions. They fund research into substitution of
substances on the authorization list, and they investigate if others are already engaged in the
(pre)registration process, to avoid costs and delay. Searches could be coordinated between
national organizations, or an EU-wide survey on substances “in prep” could be set up. The
possible role of national eco-innovation funding organizations could be along these lines,
speeding up the process of registration and avoiding registration, especially for SMEs. Relating
such activities to CEFIC developments would be wise. Such programs would improve ecoinnovation performance of European producers, but also of importers.
Fitting in such national options into the Framework is a first step, in the bottom-up procedure.
By expanding views the framework analysis ultimately is to arrive at a comparative evaluation,
relative to other funding options for the national eco-innovation funding organizations.
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5. Developing and evaluating national eco-innovation programs and
projects
Strategies for national eco-innovation funding agencies
All national eco-innovation funding agencies find themselves in the same situation, to have to
define their role in the framework as developed, amidst main drivers they cannot control and
amidst mechanisms of which they can influence a few only. So their first task is to set out
strategies where their influence can be maximal, and then to develop tactics and operations to
help advance the performance goals of eco-innovation as much as possible. The agencies have
the responsibility to set up innovation stimulating programs, to invite project proposals and to
evaluate submitted project proposals. Where knowledge is lacking on how to set up successful
programs, research may be needed before reasoned strategies can be developed. It might then
be advisable to cooperate with sister organizations within Europe, as much of that task relates
to global markets, with the same economic drivers and mechanisms for all, and to EU
environmental policies, creating the same environmental drivers for all. So, if research is
suitable for European cooperation depends on the subject. Issues of global market and
continental or global environmental regulation are suitable, while issues involving the national
capacities and local knowledge are less suited for collective research. Realistically defining their
options in the vast domain is a precondition for success. National funding agencies just are not
the main drivers for eco-innovation. Their role is rather to identify national potential and to
explore the options and constraints of the global market and the environmental conditions to
focus eco-innovation on.
The environmental, economic, social and regulatory conditions within which the ecoinnovations will have to take place are neither trivial nor obvious. Existing regulations and
existing financial instruments give a good indication of the situation, but it is characteristic of
environmental issues that it takes considerable time to go from the first realization of the issue
to regulatory policies. It has been argued that regulation stimulates innovation, but to be
effective in a deeper sense, eco-innovation needs to be driven by future and expected
environmental regulation or other compelling drivers such as scarcity, ecosystems survival and
continued availability of ecosystems functions, or human rights sensitivity. Such subjects are
neither the responsibility nor the expertise of most innovators, and it seems that the national
innovation funding agencies can play an important role in exploring and making known to them
what environmental or other issues are to be expected and reckoned with. The CO2 calculator is
a good example of how the agencies have taken up this task. Based on the survey held by
Eurostat in 2008, the Community Innovation Survey (CIS6), see chapter 6, it seems there are
large national differences between enterprises in different countries, with some countries more
focused on future developments and others more on existing legislation more reflecting past
issues. Also, there is a marked difference in the focal point of the national enterprises, with
some focused more on materials and pollution and others more on energy. So as to research
domains for improved eco-innovation strategy development, there is one research domain on
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supranational drivers and mechanisms most relevant for eco-innovation, and one on local
knowledge and national constraints.

From compliance to pro-active eco-innovation
Given the substantial variation between countries in terms of pro-activeness there seems to be
a key role for national organizations to explain to innovators where longer term future options
are, not as followers of others abroad but as leaders of developments. This type of task is at a
higher level than that of supporting specific technologies. Information is one key element, as
conveyed in the example of the CO2-calculator. But changes in attitude require more than such
partial information tools, and effective eco-innovation requires capacities linked to the right
attitudes. Improving attitudes and capacities might be one major program objective for ecoinnovation funding organizations, next to knowledge on global markets and on European
environmental policies. The eco-innovative capacity should be spread in society, as a role actors
take in their economic functioning. How to serve these more general goals is not clear and easy
at all. Nor is there a single approach valid for all countries. Programs like the Japanese Top
Runner might play a role in creating demand at a national level. However, the markets for
household products are European, and partly even global, so national programs will induce
innovation at the supply side only if aligned. Creating demand also for improved supply should
be a pan-European endeavor, and might be an interesting subject for cooperation between the
national eco-innovation agencies.
At the national level, clarifying the link between local knowledge and global markets
would fit into this same general program of stimulating pro-active eco-innovation. Ecoinnovation contests, with winners and prizes, might be a means. But a deeper reflection on this
task - that means: research - could bring up more and better options.

Programs and operational tasks and means
The multitude of possible projects is to be ordered in programs, the programs in turn fitting into
broader strategies. For developing strategies, a number of research questions have been
formulated. The step to programs builds on strategies but requires further choices, as the
options for programs are too varied to be practical. They range from capacity building, attitude
formation and IT support to specific domains where technologies may be pushed into the
market. The generic capacity activities might be put together in one program. This leaves to
more practical programs to be filled in. Again, before shifting into concrete projects linked to
specific technologies and functions, it seems wise to reflect on more general features for ecoinnovation. Scoping of interesting future developments may lead to domains where national
programs can make a difference, linking global developments to local knowledge and capacities.
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Also, given the limitations of national programs, the framework may help to indicate flaws and
gaps in the broader field of eco-innovation development.
One general focus might be to support the shift from goods to services. That shift is not
just a technical one but is embedded in organizational and contract changes, probably different
per sector. Car leasing is very different from lighting leasing and materials leasing. Another,
overlapping, one is on using public IT in making now (partly) monopolized information on global
markets better available for national innovators. A third one is on better depicting the landscape
of future regulations, reasoning from resource constraints as for example specified in the EU
Resource Strategy, but also beyond such always restricted documents. A fourth one might be on
start-ups: which constraints are to be overcome, how could national eco-innovation programs
give direction and support? Such programs might be part of a Hitchhikers Guide to EcoInnovation, also covering subjects like how to make contracts in industry more competitive, in
the way as shown in the car coating example.
With all generics in place, the question remains which specific technologies to pick from
the multitude of options. The criterion should not just be successful eco-innovation but also:
making a difference. Most eco-innovations are driven by the normal drivers and mechanisms.
Specific programs are to bring eco-innovations to the surface that otherwise would not have
materialized. What would have happened without the project subsidy anyway should not be
funded. What will not function with the subsidy should not be funded either. The distinguishing
criterion has been detailed on one respect: the innovation should be a genuine eco-innovation,
potentially, and really if successful. The form elements as detailed in Annex 1 are indispensable.
The basic question remains however why, if the innovation is economically and environmentally
viable, supportive funding is needed at all? This fundamental question cannot be answered here
but should be subject of focused research. Some directions for such research may be the
following.
Where reasonable markets function, projects can hardly make a difference. So the locus
for action may be where markets do not function or at least do not function properly. An
example is the short time horizon involved in decision making in small firms and private
households. Investments with payback times of a few years seem not attractive to such actors
though from a more general economic point of view they may be highly attractive. The lighting
case shows how the shift from a product owned by a small decision maker to a service, supplied
by a larger firm operating on a capital market for funding the product. This interesting case is
not generalizable however. Research on where the shift from product to service is useful (e.g.
where markets do function properly and where not) would support practical programming by
funding organizations.
The basic issue for adequate market formation is knowledge, to be present with
relevant decision makers in practical eco-innovation. This IT related task for funding
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organizations is mostly at a general level, but should link to the grass roots. There ideas come up
and wither, to be supported and directed towards genuine eco-innovation. Simple examples
may be elucidating, explaining why some innovations may become real eco-innovations and
others not, using the Framework as a reference. Analyzing examples, not just describing them,
then is essential. Radio, TV, internet and old fashioned paper journals could translate the
generic eco-innovation information to cases, where all could learn from: General regulators,
eco-innovation funding agencies and ultimately the core group: the innovators. They then will
become a growing group of increasingly capable pro-active eco-innovators.

Self-assessment of projects and programs
The framework as developed can be used most appropriately in a bottom up fashion, as a selfassessment, of both projects, by eco-innovators, and of programs, by funding agencies. It helps
eco-innovators to become specific on what their niche markets and ultimate markets mike look
like, and how their innovations fit into the environmental landscape, now and in the more
distant future. For funding agencies developing programs the questions are mirrored: do we
give enough guidance on how to develop in niche markets and to realistically assess future
markets? Such strategic reasoning constitutes the core of how eco-innovation can be improved.
The framework does not give a definitive answer on such questions. It cannot, as the future is
developing. Globalization as a dominant factor in innovation has developed in the last few
decades only, very much based on historical events like the breakdown of tariff barriers,
opening up of communist societies to market economics, and the explosive development of IT,
including internet. So the framework for eco-innovation definitely will have to be innovated
itself, again and again.
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6. Differences between countries relevant for national eco-innovation
programs
Why innovators say they eco-innovate and how they see results
Why do enterprises develop and introduce innovations and why do they develop and introduce
innovations with an environmental beneficial effect? There can be many reasons.
Considerations can be based on the market, regulations, or taxation, or on improving the
product or the production process. Considerations can be based on the current situation or on
the expected future developments. The culture of the enterprise and the perception of its
position, and the perceived drivers will decide the relative weight of the considerations and the
innovation strategy. The analysis here is not per firm but per country, to inform national ecoinnovation policy.
Every four years Eurostat holds a Community Innovation Survey (CIS) among enterprises
with innovation projects to collect information on objectives, motivations, activities and
outcomes. The survey follows the methodology of the Oslo Manual and the results are
published on the Eurostat website. CIS (2008), held in 2008, included questions on
environmental motives for innovation. Starting with CIS 2008, the definition of innovation
includes also the non-technological innovation: An innovation is the introduction of a new or
significantly improved product, process, organizational method, or marketing method by the
enterprise. The Community Innovation Survey was used as data source. Due to availability of
data, only the viewpoints of enterprises are taken into account. Data on Great Britain are lacking
as they did not participate in the survey, while Norway is included as a non-EU country. Not all
countries filled in all parts of the survey questionnaire.
Three files from CIS were used containing innovation data, nicely corresponding to the
main analytical entities of the framework: instruments, mechanisms and goals. These files are
the following.
1. Motivation to introduce an environmental innovation [inn_cis6_ecomot], for instruments.
2. Enterprises by type of innovation activity [inn_cis6_type], for mechanism.
3. Innovations with environmental benefits [inn_cis6_eco], for goals.
Results are given in sections on Instruments, Mechanism, Goals and Pro-activeness. The analysis
as to Goals is at two levels. One is in terms of categories of the questionnaire, and one is a
deeper analysis on the relative importance of materials reduction versus emission reduction. A
final section of this chapter concerns an analysis on the pro-activeness of eco-innovation, again
in Europe as a whole and as to the differences between countries in that respect.
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Instruments: which are declared important by European firms?
On this subject, in total, 274 579 replies were received [inn_cis6_ecomot], see table 6.1 for the
distribution in answers.
Table 6.1 Instruments: Stated motivation for environmental innovation
Instruments
Absolute
%
Availability of government grants, subsidies or other financial incentives
26558
10
for environmental innovation
Current or expected market demand from your customers for
52901
19
environmental innovations
Environmental regulations or taxes that you expected to be introduced in
56867
21
the future
Voluntary codes or agreements for environmental good practice within
63554
23
your sector
Existing environmental regulations or taxes on pollution
74699
27
Total
274579 100
A so-called heatmap was made to visualize the difference between countries. For each set of
national enterprises, the relative weight given to each instrument was calculated as a fraction.
For each country, the fractions add up to 1, see figure 6.1 (next page).
As can be seen in Figure 6.1, subsidies and grants are widely seen as a less relevant
instrument, while regulations and voluntary agreements are considered more important. Only
Italy and the Netherlands slightly differ from this pattern, but not much. Luxembourg stands out
in the weight attributed to voluntary agreements, which might be an effect of the relative
smaller number of responses from Luxembourg, which is by chance. A first conclusion on Europe
as a whole is that enterprises see grants and subsidies as the least effective of the instruments,
while they see existing regulations as most effective. As to national differences, these are
substantial, but no clear lines, like North versus South or Old Countries versus New Countries,
emerge.
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Figure 6.1. Instruments as perceived relevant by firms in different EU countries

Mechanisms: in which field are eco-innovative measures implemented?
The CIS was not specifically designed for this question in detail, so based on the existing data
only a distinction between technological and non-technological innovations can be made. Nontechnological innovations are interpreted by the CIS as taking place in marketing and
organization [inn_cis6_type], see Table 6.2. This distinction is very relevant for views on the role
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of broader System Innovations. National differences were calculated as to instruments shown as
a heatmap, see Figure 6.2.
Table 6.2 Mechanisms for environmental innovation
Mechanism
Technological innovation
Non-technological innovation
Total

Absolute %
82110
48
90418
52
172528
100

Figure 6.2 Mechanisms in their innovations as perceived by firms

For Europe as a whole, non-technological innovation seems even to be slightly more
important than technological innovation. There is a clear signal to policy makers in the field that
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attention to non-technological innovation is very important. As to differences between
countries, these are substantial, and not easily interpreted. Countries with a relatively high focus
on non-technological innovation include Cyprus, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Luxembourg,
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia, followed by Austria, Hungary, Italy and Poland. The
Scandinavian countries have a relative heavy focus on technological innovation. Though there
are regional groupings, there are no clear indications as to background of the very substantial
differences between countries.

Goals: environmental goals achieved by eco-innovation; detailed
categories
On this subject, in total, 840388 replies were received [inn_cis6_eco], having the following
distribution, see Table 6.3 for Europe as a whole. The country detail is visualized in Figure 6.3
(next page).
Table 6.3. Goals: environmental benefits of innovations as stated by firms
Benefit
Absolute
%
Replaced materials with less polluting or hazardous substitutes
76929
9
End-user benefits, improved recycling of product after use
81056
10
Reduced CO2 'footprint' (total CO2 production) by your enterprise
81490
10
End-user benefits, reduced air, water, soil or noise pollution
88267
11
Reduced material use per unit of output
90543
11
Reduced soil, water, noise, or air pollution
101773
12
End-user benefits, reduced energy use
103120
12
Reduced energy use per unit of output
104891
12
Recycled waste, water, or materials
112319
13
Total
840388 100
A main conclusion from the table is that there is no clear preference in stated environmental
benefits of eco-innovative measures; that is between the categories considered. A main
conclusion from the analysis per country suggests that firms Europe wide consider as most
important those aspects that directly involve the cost of production. Considerations of the
chain, both as in CO2 footprint and end-user benefits are considered less important as a goal for
innovation. The results suggest that the goals directly concerning the operation of the enterprise
are considered more important than end-user benefits or chain responsibilities. A broader
systems view might bring in as yet not realized improvements in eco-innovation.
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Figure 6.3. Environmental benefits of innovations in firms in European countries
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Goals: environmental goals achieved by eco-innovation; materials versus
emissions
Energy, materials and pollution
The Eco-innovation performance per country has been deepened using the following method.
The scores on environmental benefits were aggregated in the categories 'energy', 'materials'
and 'pollution', three in each group. The relative weight of each category was calculated as the
number of replies in the category divided by the total number of replies, resulting in a country
profile of three fractions, adding up to 1. In the Community Innovation Survey enterprises also
were asked to classify the environmental benefits created by the innovations of the enterprise
(in CIS the part: inn_cis6_eco). The replies were first aggregated into the categories energy,
material and pollution, representing different stages of environmental policies; see Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 Environmental benefits grouped as to energy, materials and emissions
energy
- Reduced energy use per unit of output
- End-user benefits, reduced energy use
- Reduced CO2 'footprint'(total CO2 production)by your enterprise
materials - Reduced material use per unit of output
- Recycled waste, water, or materials
- End-user benefits, improved recycling of product after use
pollution - End-user benefits, reduced air, water, soil or noise pollution
- Reduced soil, water, noise, or air pollution
- Replaced materials with less polluting or hazardous substitutes
Next, for each country, two scores were calculated: the frequency of replies relating to matters
of materials, relative to those relating to energy, and the frequency of replies relating to
pollution, relative to those relating to energy. In combination, the scores describe the position
of the national enterprises as to the issues of energy, materials and pollution. The scores of the
firms have been aggregated into country scores, showing the typical firm per country. The
results are visualized in Figure 6.4, with the pollution and resource normalized as to energy. In
this way three variables can be plotted bi-dimensionally.
Results
Countries near the origin, like Austria, Sweden, Germany and Finland, scored most on energy
issues. Countries in the top left part, like Latvia and Poland, focus most on pollution issues.
Countries in the bottom right part, like Luxembourg, Ireland and Malta scored high on materials
issues. The top right part, with countries like Croatia, Italy and Portugal, combine high emphasis
on pollution and materials with low emphasis on energy. Countries in the middle of the figure,
like the Netherlands, Hungary and Belgium, don’t have a specific priority. One specific result to
note is that the two countries with heavy emphasis on dematerialization policy, Germany and
Austria, don’t score high on the materials dimension.
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The lesson to learn for national policy is that substantial differences exist between countries. For
the EU a whole this means that reduction in energy use, materials use and emissions is
suboptimal. A more equal focus in all countries can help improve performance in the EU,
avoiding the in principle higher cost in countries with the highest emphasis.
Figure 6.4. Environmental goals in innovation per country: Materials and Pollutions vs Energy

Conclusions
Enterprises consider grants and subsidies as the least effective instruments for eco-innovation.
Enterprises in the NAC's consider existing regulation as an effective instrument, while
enterprises in the north-western countries give more weight to expected market demand and
voluntary agreements.
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No clear pattern is seen in the mechanisms of technological innovation versus innovation in
organization and marketing.
Overall, no environmental goal is considered as most important. There are however
national differences in weight given to issues of energy use, material use and pollution.
Enterprises in Germany, Finland, Sweden seen to have implemented eco-innovation with effects
relating to energy use, enterprises in Ireland, France and Czech Republic seem to be focused on
improvement of materials use, while enterprises in Poland and Latvia seem to seek reduction of
pollution.

Pro-activeness per country
Method
As more complicate analysis, a measure of future orientation of the enterprises in the survey
was constructed, with country scores on pro-activeness derived from the scores of the firms.
Two axes were created, one on relative pro-activeness for environmental improvement and
one for economic improvement, together covering the performance of eco-innovation.
Three motives for environmental improvement were interpreted as being present oriented:
 Availability of government grants, subsidies or other financial incentives for
environmental innovation
 Voluntary codes or agreements for environmental good practice within your sector
 Existing environmental regulations or taxes on pollution.
Two questions were considered to indicate future-orientedness:
 Current or expected market demand from your customers for environmental
innovations
 Environmental regulations or taxes that you expected to be introduced in the future
As to the objectives for general innovation, a likewise distinction was made in present oriented
and future oriented.
Present oriented scores are the following:
 Replace outdated products or processes
 Reduce labor costs per unit output
 Improve quality of goods or services
 Improve health and safety
Pro-actively future oriented scores are the following
 Increase capacity for producing goods or services
 Improve flexibility for producing goods or services
 Increase market share
 Enter new markets
 Increase range of goods or services.
A relative measure of future orientation was derived as number of replies indicating a future
orientation divided by all replies, which scales from 0 to 1. By subtracting 0.5 and multiplying by
2 a measure was calculated that runs from -1 to 1. Enterprises from 22 countries sent in replies
on both questions. These countries are plotted in Figure 5.1, next page.
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Figure 6.4 Pro-activeness of eco-innovation in European countries

Interpretation assumption: Pro-active countries will function better
The results may tentatively be interpreted in terms of contributions to eco-innovation and
decoupling. Pro-active countries will support more fundamental innovations and therefore may
contribute more to decoupling, while in more adaptive countries there will be more compliance
to the environmentally insufficient past. If this interpretation is right, the data on the direction
of past eco-innovation performance would have to support this interpretation. That seems to be
the case, see the next section. The level of innovations itself has not been measured and could
hardly be measured in a survey. Research on the general level of eco-innovation is difficult as
applications increasingly are at the international level. Still, prime movers do exist and it would
be most useful to analyze the factors for success. These are highly relevant in developing ecoinnovation policy.
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Results: Pro-active countries and adaptive countries
The first observation is that there are substantial differences between countries. The lower left
countries – Czech Republic, Portugal, Cyprus, Italy, Bulgaria and Romania score substantially
lower than the upper right bloc, Sweden, Finland, Hungary, Germany, Netherlands and France.
Lithuania seems unbalanced, with a pro-active attitude focused at environmental improvement
only. Luxemburg is at the other extreme, with little environmental concern on its limited-size,
not densely populated and low-industry country. Netherlands and Sweden mirror in their proactiveness, with Sweden more environmentally pro-active and the Netherlands more focused at
economic performance. Germany and Hungary are about equal as to innovation objectives,
with improvement of the quality of goods and services and increasing the range of products and
services as the main arguments. The middle group is already substantially more pro-active than
the lower-left corner countries.
Combining results: pro-activeness and improvement on energy, materials and emissions
The interpretation of results may be link the fundamental compliance vs pro-active distinction
with the direction of improvement scores of the previous section. There are specific drivers
towards pollution prevention and waste minimization, embodied in developing policies on
environmental quality and waste management. Compliance is required also in the materials
domain, where waste management has become expensive. However, these very general
environmental dynamics, from the Seventies to the Nineties, have diminished. With energy and
climate change now higher on the agenda, not yet very effectively but very probably more
effective in the coming decade, wise innovation is eco-innovation with this energy and climate
focus. The differences between countries in terms of pro-activeness were substantial. The
environmental focus in pro-active countries on energy supports the overall analysis: differences
in environmental performance translate in differences in eco-innovation performance. Countries
with limited pro-activeness must fear to lag behind not just in environmental performance but
in economic performance as well.

Conclusions from empirical analysis per country
What conclusions can be drawn from this empirical state of affairs? First, priorities in strategies
and programming will have to differ between countries. In lagging countries, projects to
encourage pro-active attitudes should be on the agenda, learning from experiences of already
more successful countries. In setting the agenda, there is a substantial overlap between policy
domains, as it is not just projects by funding agencies that can do the job. Stronger drivers,
better knowledge connections, micro level SWOT analysis (Strength-Weakness-OpportunityThreat) are to be developed and supported for improving eco-innovation. Some firms will be left
behind and then will fail in the Schumpeterian process of creative destruction.
As there is no established body of knowledge in this domain there is a clear need for such
countries into research how to effectively set in motion eco-innovation policies.
More specific conclusions have been drawn per section. We emphasize one, as there seems
much room for new policy: non-technological innovations score higher with firms than
technological ones.
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7. Conclusions
A most general conclusion is that eco-innovation programs are to be placed in the general
framework of developing global markets of more or less scarce resources and energy,
developing global markets for sustainable solutions, developing awareness and capacities both
on the producing and the user sides, and developing supranational environmental goals and
regulations. The framework for analysis of policy options distinguishes between drivers, as
potential instruments, linked to mechanisms and to expected performance in terms of goals,
the latter as the ultimate criterion for successful eco-innovation. How exactly to fill in the
framework in terms of specific instruments, mechanisms and goals goes beyond the current
report and it goes beyond what current models can handle.
More specific conclusions include the following.
 National programs can have only little general driver function. Drivers are mainly
supranational, with an institutional nature like intellectual property rights or structural
climate policy as with ETS. Repairing deficiencies in local functioning of drivers is the main
task of national programs in order to improve eco-innovation performance.
 To effectively engage in global markets knowledge monopolies have to be broken down,
making driver information available to national innovators in an easy way. This for example
has been done with the CO2 calculator, now unified between EU countries.
 Eco-innovation has to be pro-active, future oriented. This is a programmatic issue for all
countries, but especially for countries where innovators only follow, lagging behind.
 National advantages are to be defined in terms of local knowledge. Where some activities
already are successful, some additional projects can be realized.
 Drivers for economic innovation are well in place, with a clear future orientation. For the
ecological innovation, it is not just current regulations which are to drive innovation but
expected future regulations, as already may be reflected in environmentally oriented niche
markets. Investigating this future is not the prime task of innovators: they should be
supported.
 Programs may focus on several dimensions and directions, requiring choices which are to be
better supported. Options range from general information (as on global markets and future
environmental policies); to attitudes, (as to become more pro-active); specific domains or
sectors (where local knowledge is excellent already); to new directions in technology
development (as from product to service and to organizational innovation).
 Projects should be evaluated as to their potential economic and ecological performance.
The economic evaluation is within the framework of global markets. The ecological
evaluation is to reckon with expected resource constraints, which also will be reflected in
future environmental regulations.
 For further improving successful national programs research is needed. One part is general,
for all funding organizations, on providing data to innovators on future markets and future
environmental developments. The other part is national on establishing where a country
excels in knowledge and knowledge creation, and where lagging elements can be improved.
 Aligning goals between countries will increase eco-efficiency of eco-innovations at EU level
and will make the EU more competitive.
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Annex 1. Evaluation of potential projects
We give some considerations on the design and implementation of national R&D programs
aimed at the stimulation of eco-innovation and on the evaluation of submitted proposals. R&D
as the first pillar of the value chain has a key function to provide markets and society with new
products and services. To reach a worldwide leading position and being globally competitive,
Europe needs to boost the implementation of eco-innovation in industry, especially in SMEs, as
well as in the society. ECO-INNOVERA focuses on the support of eco-innovation in research and
development, by initiating a discussion on design and implementation of eco-innovation
research programs.
Stimulation of eco-innovation with public money generally starts with the definition of a
research program linked to public policy goals. The program is subsequently translated into one
or more work programs, leading to one or several calls for proposals. The solicited proposals are
evaluated, granted or rejected and the granted projects are evaluated during execution or after
completion. Probably, the work program and the program itself will be evaluated. Then the
cycle starts again. Considerable sums of public money are involved and therefore accountability
is an important factor during the whole process. However, setting up mechanisms to ensure
accountability is far from trivial, as eco-innovation is not easily measured or weighed. Designing
an effective program and work program, defining the right calls and evaluating the proposals in
a fair and reproducible manner takes substantial attention, the more so now research programs
increasingly operate within a European context.
It seems promising to explore the theoretical analysis of eco-innovation, in order to
collect suggestions on the whole process of design and implementation of eco-innovation
research programs. Here, the accepted literature on the subject is followed and a distinction is
made between Instruments, Mechanisms and Goals of eco-innovation. It is suggested here that
the explicit statement of the relevant instruments, mechanisms and goals will improve the
steerability, accountability and generally the quality of eco-innovation research programs.
Instruments
The drivers that force or stimulate eco-innovation generally come from national states or from
international bodies by legislation, regulation or the introduction of financial constructions.
These are the instruments of eco-innovation. The instruments of eco-innovation are outside the
scope and authority of national innovation funding organizations, but the instruments do define
the field within which the organizations operate. It might be advisable that research programs
and solicited proposals for eco-innovative projects explicitly indicate which national or
international environmental target will be addressed. In Europe, this will probably mean one of
the various environmental framework directives. If the research program refers to an official
and by the administration accepted document, the transparency of the evaluation of proposals
can be increased.
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Mechanisms
The core domain of the national innovation funding organizations is in the mechanisms of ecoinnovation, i.e. research on and development of new technologies, new systems of production
and consumption, new markets, new infrastructures and new organizations. By stimulating one
or mechanisms, national innovation funding organizations can contribute to a system change
into the direction of a decrease of the environmental burden. It should be kept in mind that the
authority and power of these organizations to do so is limited and can only exist within the
legitimacy of the instruments of stated policy targets. Within mechanisms, various levels are
distinguished: the technology level of distinct processes, the economy level of firms, sectors and
markets and the society level of culture and institutions. Innovations on the various levels differ
in effort and impact. Innovation of a single process is relatively easy, but has limited impact,
while a change in behavior will have a large impact, but can be extremely difficult to accomplish.
Goals
The goals of eco-innovation are, obviously, a better performance of the proposed innovative
products or services on the dimensions of sustainability: people, profit and planet. Transparency
of the assessment of proposals and indeed the whole research program will be increased by the
use of quantitative measures, indicating the improvement of the proposed projects. On
theoretical grounds it is advisable to include life cycle effects of the proposed new good or
service and take into account possible scaling effect, though in practice this might demand an
effort beyond proportion. Additionally, it will assist a fair and transparent evaluation if the
proposals indicate the state of the art and which existing product or process or market it intends
to replace. Likewise, it will help the evaluation of proposals if it can be made clear how the
proposed results will compare to the most relevant future alternatives.
It is argued that the whole structure of R&D program, work program, calls for proposals,
proposal evaluation, project evaluation and program evaluation will be strengthened by putting
it on the foundation of these six pillars: instruments, mechanisms, the 3 PPP goals and state of
the art. These six pillars are equally valid for the design of programs, but here only a tentative
evaluation form for project proposals is worked out.

Example Evaluation
The evaluation passes the six pillars, with specific questions.
1. Instruments
What national or international environmental policy target does the proposal address?
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Examples: European Framework Directive, national legislation, European or nationally stated
environmental policy goals.
2. Mechanisms
Does the proposed project act on technology, economy or society? Is it to be expected that the
proposal will lead to a system change? What are the risks of failure?
3. Goals: environmental impact
What is the environmental impact of the innovative product or service, taking into account the
complete life cycle of production, use and disposal? How does it scale?
4. Goals: economic impact
What is the economic impact of the innovative product or service, taking into account the
complete life cycle of production, use and disposal? How does it scale?
5. Goals: social impact
How will the proposed product or process influence society? Does it influence health or labor
conditions? How does it scale?
6. State of the art and beyond: innovativeness
What is the existing product or service and how does the proposed product or service reduce
environmental impact? How does the proposed product or service compare to most relevant
future alternatives?

Exemplary application
We made a test run with the 6-pillar evaluation method on a number of Eco-Innovera proposals.
Please note: this is a test run only! It is based on insufficient, partial information and therefore
has no status whatsoever.
The method of evaluation eco-innovation project, as suggested in the draft Guidance document,
was tried out on 17 proposals submitted to the Eco-Innovera program. Obviously, this might
give the impression of unfairness, as it seems an evaluation was attempted based on
information that was not asked in the call. However, this try-out should not be seen as a
comment on the proposals submitted, but should as an indication how calls and proposals can
be improved, with increased transparency, accountability and controllability in mind.
Often, information was lacking, because it was not asked for in the first place. We made many
assumptions to try to describe the proposed project in the terms of the framework. As some
proposals are quite complicated and technical, we probably are often off the mark. The goal of
the exercise is to get a feeling of what an evaluation based on the proposed six questions would
look like. Of course with such an evaluation scheme publicly available potential applicants would
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supply more relevant information, with pre-submission self-evaluation and self-selection by
potential applicants.
In the table below the set of evaluation criteria has been applied to a number of
projects on which information was available. The scoring is not based on a deep understanding
of these project descriptions. They are to show how an evaluation might be ordered.

Table A1
Acronym

Full name

Instrument:
environmental
target addressed

Mechanism:
technology,
economy or
society
technology

Goal: life cycle
environmental
impact

Goal:
economic
impact

Goal: social
impact

State of the art and
beyond: what does
it replace?

31-SuWAS

Sustainable Waste
Management Strategy for
Green Printing Industry
Business
Energy-Aware feeding
SYstems

Sixth Environment
Action Program:
waste prevention
and management
Energy strategy
for Europe

“will be
evaluated”

“will be
evaluated”

“will be
evaluated”

distillation replaces
incineration of inks

economy:
tactical &
operational
technology

less energy used

less energy
used

less energy
used

better decision tool

Biomass conversion into biochar by catalytic pyrogasification
Improved Recovery Processes
for WEEE: complex polymer
mixes, precious Metals
(PMs), Platinum group metals
(PGMs) and Rare Earths
Metals (REMs)
Eco-composites from
renewable resources

Energy strategy
for Europe

negative carbon
process

?

?

Strategy on the
prevention and
recycling of waste

technology

95% re-use,
recycling and
recovery

less import
of rare
earth
metals

Strategy on the
prevention and
recycling of waste

technology

reduced emission
of styrene, VOC
and CO2

Cheaper
building
materials?

better
working
conditions;
less exposure
to hazardous
substances
creation of
jobs

sequestration of
carbon in soil
replaces emission
Re-use, recycle and
recovery replaces
landfill and
disassembly in China
and India

72SOLVREG

Improving solvent
regeneration by distillation
processes in industry

Strategy on the
prevention and
recycling of waste

technology

enabling
SME

?

76-InRAW

Innovative Recycling of
Animal Wastes

EU aquaculture
strategy

technology

less CO2
emissions, better
use of raw
materials
protection of
biodiversity

no BSE

insects replace fish
as fish feed

79-IPTOSS

Innovations for optimal use
of organic side streams and
waste

Strategy on the
prevention and
recycling of waste

technology

more food
from less
land
production
of valuable
biomolecules

?

use of organic waste
replaces (landfill?)

37-EASY

57-CHARGOAL
65-IMPREM

66ECOCOMRE
NRES
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use of waste
stream

vegetable oils
replace fossils in
production of
polyurethane and
polyamide
composites
recycling replaces
incineration

Acronym

Full name

Instrument:
environmental
target addressed

90-WORM

Water Off Road Mapping Courses of action in the
transient phase of the
value chain in wastewater
management by introducing
new advanced sanitary
Systems
New green processes to
enhance valuable compounds
extraction from European
vine and wine production
solid wastes – technological,
economic and social issues
Development of Eco Products
and Processes for the
Valorization of Wastes
Support Systems for
Sustainable Entrepreneurship
and Transformation - A
paradigm change in support
systems for entrepreneurship
to effectively
stimulate eco-innovation
Biomass Conversion Into
Crude For Current Standard
Refineries And Future
Decentralized Mobile Units
Organizational Change, EcoInnovations and the
International Diffusion of
New Energy-Efficient
Technologies
Catalysis for bio-processes of
lignin conversion to energy
and chemical products
ECOBIM, Value driven life
cycle based sustainable
business models

Water Framework
Directive

Fully renewable non-woven
agro-textiles, with improved
properties for
agricultural and forestry
applications in dry regions

98VALUXTRA
CT

102DECOPRO
WASTES
103-SHIFT

104BIOCRUDE

116ECODIFF

118CAT4BIOCO
NV
121ECOBIM

123-ECOAGTOTEX

Mechanism:
technology,
economy or
society
society

Goal: life cycle
environmental
impact

Goal:
economic
impact

Goal: social
impact

State of the art and
beyond: what does
it replace?

minimize use of
resources

market
penetration
of new
sanitary
system

improved
health?

new paradigm for
wastewater
management
replaces old
paradigm

Strategy on the
prevention and
recycling of waste

market

use of waste
stream

market for
new
products;
high value
molecules

change in
consumer
perception?

new extraction
methods replace
conventional
methods

Strategy on the
prevention and
recycling of waste
Sustainable
Consumption and
Production and
Sustainable
Industrial Policy
Action Plan

market

use of waste
stream

alternative
products

?

society

indirect

support for
startup
innovative
SME's

indirect

natural products
replace toxic,
forbidden products
new support
systems replace old
support systems

Energy strategy
for Europe

technology

“will be
identified”

“will be
identified”

“will be
identified”

European Climate
Change Program

society

indirect

indirect

indirect

Energy strategy
for Europe

technology

?

?

Europe 2020

economy

?

Europe 2020

market

less CO2
emissions,
reduction of
water and energy
use

sufficient
capacity for
bio-liquids
new
business
opportuniti
es
cheaper
fibers
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improved
quality of life

agriculture in
dry areas

new reactor
configuration
replaces old
configuration
new insights on
innovation replace
old insights

extraction and
absorption replace
distillation
novel business
models replace old
business models
biobased resins
replace polymers
from fossil oils

Annex 2. Low Impact Housing: How to help adapt the existing stock in the
UK
Households and houses are an important source of environmental issues and the UK
government recognized this by initiating the Low Impact Buildings Innovation Platform. Kerry
Mashford, of the Technology Strategy Board, presented the work of the Platform in Birmingham
meeting of EcoInnovera, March 2011.
Obviously, there are many eco-innovation research issues involved and there is no single
royal road to setting priorities. The questions to be answered relate to the framework, looking
at the goals as set, the mechanisms involved at several levels, and the different instruments that
may be applied at different mechanisms. The set of questions to ask is to be answered at least
partly by research.
The Low Impact Building Platform is about reducing the environmental impact of homes,
with a focus on climate change. This can be done in many ways: by reducing heat loss in homes
by better isolation, or by getting used to lower temperatures, of by wearing more clothes in the
home, or by living in houses with less outer surface, or by increasing the household density, or
by spending more time out of the home with heating and ventilation off, of by having a low
carbon energy supply, and by any combination. All options need innovative measures, either
technical, or organizational, or cultural. Which road is chosen to explore depends at least partly
on the composition of the actors involved in the eco-innovation, and depends on the political
culture. In Denmark the installation of gas heating in newly built private households will be
forbidden as from 2013, with a later prohibition for existing stock.
The task in the UK refers to existing stock, making several of the options more expensive if not
impossible. Improvement of materials is relatively easy to explore as the number of actors
involved is limited. In the case of Low Impact Building is will be about isolating materials.
Introducing these new materials on a large scale will often lead to new production and installing
procedures and maybe to a need for a new infrastructure. In those cases a more diverse group
of actors need to be involved. In the case of Low Impact Building, it is to be expected that
building regulations may play an important role. Building regulations have been introduced for
very good reasons, which however will probably not have taken into account environmental
considerations, and now may hamper real improvement. Likewise, expertise and old practice of
builders are based on rational grounds, which in some cases might conflict with the goal of low
environmental impact building. Possibly, the environmental impact of buildings will be reduced
more by changing regulations, or changing schooling, or introducing other financial mechanisms
than by developing new building materials. Changing regulations, practice and finance obviously
will need other actors than changing materials. Striving for eco-innovation by developing new
materials is attractive, because of the manageable scale of the problem and the relatively
reduced set of actors involved. It should be noted however, that it is quite possible that scaling
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up the use of a new material or process, though in itself performing well, might lead to a larger,
unforeseen and unwanted impacts elsewhere. A life cycle based system view is required,
beyond the scope of individual builders or households.
On the highest scale level, it is about homes, and the environmental impact of housing
the population. To simply decrease the impact of the national housing system it is sufficient to
increase the inhabitant density of the buildings, and so reduce the number of dwellings. We
might consider the hypothesis that high-rises have less environmental impact than free standing
one-family homes, though the conclusion on this is not trivial, given energy use of halls and
elevators and different recreational behavior. Changing the behavior pattern of households
would influence the environmental impact of buildings, as with temperature preference, or time
spent in the home, or time of going to bed and lowering the thermostat. Changing the
population density of built areas will undoubtedly influence the environmental impact of the
buildings, but will also have many effects on issues like transport.
The Low Impact Buildings Innovation Platform is well aware of the various levels on which
innovation could act, as shown by the areas it declares itself to be active in.
1. design for future climate change: designing buildings that meet the targets set by CLG,
are resilient to climate change, and that users want to live and work in;
2. design and decision tools: developing integrated, interoperable systems that enable the
holistic design of buildings;
3. Incentives for the right choice, overcoming the short financial views with consumers;
4. better materials and components: filling in the gaps in what is commercially available
with improved applicability, performance and cost;
5. building process: adapting the supply chain and build process to deliver low-impact
buildings quickly, economically, at scale, and with low levels of defects;
6. management and operation of buildings: ensuring that low-impact buildings perform as
they were designed to;
7. locally produced low-carbon energy sources: integrating them into low-impact buildings
and the supply grid;
8. low-carbon energy from the grid.
This agenda also displays a main challenge of Low Impact Building Innovation: the issue most
relevant to reducing the environmental impact, the availability of low carbon energy sources, is
least under control of the Platform and the stakeholders involved. Some incentives, like a
substantial carbon tax, might cover this broader domain and would be conducive to balanced
and integrated eco-innovation performance. With such general drivers in place, many specific
measures would have a reduced ultimate importance for the climate goal. The role of national
eco-innovation funding agencies would be very limited indeed in such large scale integrated
projects. They may focus on where small scale innovations would make a difference, not on
fundamental innovations. They remain essential for speeding up environmental improvement.
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